About Partnering with For Love & Art

BACKGROUND: For Love & Art believes that viewing artwork unleashes powerful, creative and unique experiences for people, and that sharing these experiences elevates quality of life psychosocially, cognitively, spiritually, and physically.

For Love & Art partners with the community outreach programs of fine museums around the world who grant us express permission to use digital images of their artworks. Our volunteers showcase these images to groups on big-screen televisions, or to individuals bedside using Virtual Museum ArtBooks, in senior communities, hospitals, hospices, and similar venues.

Whether to individuals or groups, presenters actively engage participants to reflect, recollect and share their experiences while viewing the artwork. Through this process of sharing the Art Experience, fear, loneliness and boredom transform into Beauty, Joy and Magic of Life; that is, all participants are known, loved, honored, and grateful for being alive.

For Love & Art is a 501(c)3 social enterprise whose mission it is to bring the Art Experience to people with limited mobility. We stimulate art appreciation while empowering caregivers to love people in creative and transformative ways. Simply, we use art to “love on” people.


Participating Museums:

Amon Carter Museum of American Art  Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City
Art Institute of Chicago Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
Barnes Foundation, Philadelphia, PA National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC
Clark Art Institute National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne
Dallas Museum of Art Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
Frick Collection, New York City Philadelphia Museum of Art
Israel Museum, Jerusalem The Phillips Collection, Washington, DC
Gilcrease Museum, Tulsa J. Paul Getty Museum of Art, Los Angeles
Rijksmuseum, Netherlands State Hermitage Museum, Russia
Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth, TX Scottish National Gallery, Scotland
Meadows Museum, Dallas, TX Sid Richardson Museum, Fort Worth, TX

For Love & Art’s unique program elevates quality of life for any and all viewers. Since 2016, a small group of volunteers made over 600 “Courting the Art Experience” presentations to over 10,000 seniors in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex. Our goal it to generate a renaissance in art not using a context of education or even aesthetic, but one of therapeutic love.

We invite your nonprofit group to partner with us so that we, together, can inspire volunteers nationally to alter senior care using simple human love, digital technology and the extraordinary power of art. An excellent continuing fundraiser, we will gift your organization with a $25 stipend for every presentation your group generates and delivers. Join us in bringing beauty, causing joy, and enriching souls!